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1. INTRODUCTION 
The quasilinear partial differential equation 
div(IVujP-*VU)=0 (l<P<co) (1.1) 
of elliptic type, i.e., 
,vu,p-4 { ,vu,*du+(p-2) f:  =q=o, ij= 1 axi axj ax,axj 
(1.1’) 
is Euler’s equation corresponding to the variational integral 
I lVul”dm. (1.2) 
Here p is a fixed exponent in the range (1, 00) and u = u(x,, x2,..., x,) is 
real-valued. A profound study of (1.1) is given in [ 131 and [4]. (The 
parabolic case “p = co”, i.e., +VU * V( 1 Vu 1 2, = 0, has been treated in [3].) 
In the “border-line case,” i.e., when p is equal to the dimension n of the 
underlying Euclidean space R”, the integral (1.2) is conformally inoariant. 
In the case p = 2 (1.2) is Dirichlet’s integral and (1.1) reduces to Laplace’s 
equation 
&?!!+ . . . 
ax: 
1 a2u+) 
ax; ' (1.3) 
well known in Potential Theory. 
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A prototype for the problem to be considered in this paper is the 
classical result of Phragmen-Lindelof [ 121: 
If u(z), z = x + iy, is subharmonic in the upper half plane Im z > 0 and if 
ik u(z) < 0 as z approaches any point on the real axis, then two alternatives 
are possible: 
(1) u(z)<O, when Imz>O. 
(2) The maximum modulus M(r)= SUP,~,=~ u(z) grows so fast that 
lim -r-+m (Mr)lr) > 0. 
In Function Theory this theorem is usually formulated for the subhar- 
monic function log 1 f (z)l , f(z) being analytic [ 11, III, Sect. 21. The result 
has been extended to subharmonic functions in the upper half space of Iw”, 
and also here the order of growth is r (cf. [ 1, S] ). 
In Theorem 4.6 the same phenomenon is considered in the upper half 
space for p-subharmonic functions, i.e., for subsolutions of (1.1). By the 
way we get, in principle, a simple proof for the classical case p = 2, and this 
without any reference to Poisson’s formula. 
In the important “border-line case” a relined analysis of the situation is 
possible. Our main result, Theorem 4.8, extends Phragmen-Lindelofs 
theorem to n-subharmonic functions in [W”\Hq, H9 (q = 1,2,..., n - 1) being 
a q-dimensional hyperplane in [w”. It goes without saying that qualitative 
estimates of this kind are easy to obtain, but the interesting feature of our 
result is that it, indeed, is sharp in terms of the quantities q, n, and the 
maximum modulus (cf. Remark 4.9). 
Our method of proof is based on a well-known comparison principle and 
on certain explicit solutions (n-harmonic measures) of (1.1). The difficulty, 
making the general case different from the linear one, is merely that no 
effective methods are known of solving Dirichlet’s problem for (1.1) 
“analytically,” but it turns out that geometric considerations based mainly 
on conformal invariance compensate for this lack. 
Notation. We use standard notation. If D c [w” is an open set, C(D) and 
C(4) denote the class of continuous real valued functions in D and in the 
closure B of D, respectively. The symbol C,“(D) denotes the class of 
infinitely many times differentiable functions with compact support in D. 
Sobolev’s space W;(D) consists of those measurable functions u: D --) R 
that together with their first generalized partial derivatives 
Vu = (au/ax, ,..., &/ax,) are p-summable in D. The corresponding local 
space is Wj,,,,(D). 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that G is a domain in l%“. A function u belonging to 
C(G) n W&(G) is called p-harmonic in G, if Euler’s equation 
I IVuIp-*Vu*V~dm=O G (2.1) 
holds for all test-functions q E C,“(G). The lemma of du Bois-Reymond 
implies that (2.1) and (1.1) are equivalent equations, when u possesses con- 
tinuous partial second derivatives in G. 
A function u belonging to C(G) n WL,,Oc( G) is called p-subharmonic in G, 
if Euler’s inequality 
s 
IVuIp-*Vu*Vqdm<O (2.2) 
G 
holds for all q > 0, Y) E C:(G). If u possesses continuous partial second 
derivatives in G, then (2.2) is equivalent to the inequality 
div(IVuIP-*Vu)>,O. 
We say that v is p-superharmonic in G, if (-II) is p-subharmonic in G. 
2.3. Remark. Actually, each solution u E W;,,,,(G) of (2.1) is locally 
Holder continuous in G. A deeper interpretation of the above concepts is 
given in [6] and [7], where a larger class of equations is considered. 
The comparison principle for sub- and supersolutions of elliptic partial 
differential equations in “divergence form” is well known [ 5, Theorem 9.51. 
2.4. LEMMA (Comparison principle). Suppose that G is a bounded 
domain and that u is a p-subharmonic function in G and that v is a bounded 
p-superharmonic function in G. Zf 
at every boundary point <E aG, then u < v in G. 
Proof: For the sake of completeness we present a simple proof. Suppose 
that u(xJ > v(xO) at some point x0 E G. Take 2~ = u(xO) - v(x,,). Then the 
set 
D= {X~U(X)>u(X)+&} 
is open, x0 E D, and d c c G. We also have u I aD = (v + &)I aD. Note that 
u + E is p-superharmonic in G. Taking r~ = max (u - v - E, 0} in (2.2) (this is 
clearly possible) we get 
505/58/3-2 
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o> [IvuIp-%-~vuJp-*vu]4+-u)dm s D 
>f 
i 
D [~vu~~-*+~vu(~--]~vu-vu~*dm, 
where an algebraic inequality has been used. This means that Vu(x) = 
V(U(X)+E) at a.e. XED. Since uIt3D=uIaD+~, we must have UEU+E in 
D. This is a contradiction, whence u(xO) < u(xO). m 
2.5. Remark. Actually, the comparison principle formulated in a proper 
way for every subdomain in G can be used to characterize p-subharmonic 
functions (cf. [lo]). 
3. CERTAIN AUXILIARY ~-HARMONIC MEASURES 
This paragraph is devoted to certain auxiliary calculations the purpose 
of which is revealed in Principle 4.3. We begin with the conformal case 
p = n. 
In the complex z plane the harmonic measure of the semicircle I z I = Y, 
Im z > 0, taken with respect to the domain 1 z I< r, Im z > 0, is given by 
o(z)=2 (3.1) 
where [z; r] = 4r2y2/(4r2y2 + (r* - I z I *)*), z = x + iy. The first expression is 
given, e.g., in [ 11, p. 431 and the second one is a matter of elementary 
calculus. 
The corresponding geometric configurations in space are more com- 
plicated. However, the n-harmonic measure of the semisphere Ix I = r, 
x, > 0, taken with respect to the domain I x I < r, x, > 0, has a clear inter- 
pretation, viz. it is given by the formula 
Q(x) o(x)=2 1-p ( > 71 ’ x = (x1 ,*.., x,), 
where e(x) is the angle between the two line segments joining x with the 
points fr(x, ,..., x,~ 1, 0)/,/x: + . . . + xz- 1. (For the concept of n-har- 
monic measure we refer to [6].) 
Let B: = {x E OX” I I x I < r} denote a ball with boundary S;- l= 
{xER”Ilxl =r} and let 
H“= {(x1,x2 ,..., x,Jx,=x2= ... =xnpq=O} 
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be a q-dimensional hyperplane, 16 q < n - 1. Denote 
(3.2) 
and define the functions 
1 
0,(x; r) = - 
4% 4) 
t(24 + 1 - n)/(n - I’( 1 _ t4) - l/2 dt, (3.3) 
where r > 0 is a parameter and 
[x; r] = 4r7x;+ ‘*a +x;-,) 
4r7x: + . . . +xf-,)+(r2- lxl2)2 
(3.4) 
for x=(xl,...,xn), x:-,+~+ *a* +xi#r2. Note that -1+2/(n-1)~ 
(2q+ 1 -n)/(n- l)< 1 and that (3.3) reduces to (3.1) with 2=x,+ ix, in 
the plane (q=l,n=2). 
3.5. LEMMA. The function oq is the n-harmonic measure for Hq n @ taken 
with respect to B;\Hq, i.e. 
(1) o, is n-harmonic in B;\Hq, 
(2) o, is continuous in B:\{xlx~-,+,+ *** +xz=r2} 
andoqIHqnB;=O, w,IS:-‘\Hq=l. 
Moreover, o, E Ca( By\ Hq). 
Proof Roughly speaking, the idea of the construction of o, is that the 
geometric configuration via a Mobius transformation can be carried over 
to a situation, where the desired solution of (1.1) is of a simple character. 
The expression div(IVuInP2 VU) is invariant under Mobius transfor- 
mations. For “technical reasons” we reverse the natural order of the steps 
in the construction. 
For y= (yl,..., y,) E R” we use the spherical coordinate’ representation 
y=(p,cp, ,..., (pnel), where p>O, O<cp,c27r, O<cp, ,..., cp,-l<n and 
y1=psincplsincp2~~~sincp,~,, 
y,=pcosq~,sincp~~~~sincp,-,, 
Y3 = pcos cp,...sin qnPI, 
Yn = PCOS’Pn-1. 
‘ See pp. 12-14 in Lo Hua, “Starting with the Unit Circle (Background to Higher 
Analysis),” Springer-Verlag. New York/Heidelberg/Berlin, 1981. 
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Let us write U(p, ‘pr ,..., qPnpl)= u(y,, y2 ,..., y,). For a function ii=zi(cpi-,) 
depending on/y on the angle qjpi- r Euler’s equation (2.1) reduces to the sim- 
ple expression 
ss I 
sincp,sin2cp,...sin”~2~~-t aii 
. . . 
p(sin ‘pi.* *sin cpn-,)n I I 
n-2 
avj- 1 
aii ari - dpdv, 'acpi-laqj-, 
. ..dcpnel=O 
for all test-functions q E Cr. This is most conviniently calculated via the 
integral (1.2) with p = n in spherical coordinates, i.e., via 
Provided that certain partial integrations, which can be verified a 
posteriori, are possible, Euler’s equation for U = ii(cpi- r ) becomes 
Integrating this equation we obtain the solutions 
or, more conveniently 
qqjpj- ,) = 2c, yin+” t(“f3-2j)i(n-1)(1_t4)-132dt+C2. 
Now it is easily verified that the functions tij-i = zi(cp,-,), j= 2, 3,4,..., 
n - 1, indeed, are n-harmonic in {(p, cpr ,..., rp,- r)l p > 0, ‘p,- I #O, n/2, n}. 
Let us use the fact that the n-harmonic functions are preserved by 
Mobius transformations. Let e, , e2,..., e, denote the standard basis in R”. 
The Mobius transformation 
x=S(y)= -2ej+4 ( 
Y + 2ej 
1 y+2ej12 +ej > 
consists of a reflexion in the sphere 1 y + 2ejl = 2 and a translation. 
Obviously, the inverse transformation is given by 
y=S-l(x)= -ej+4 ( X + ej Ix+ej12 -ei’ > 
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Especially, S(m)= -ej, S(0)=ei,S((yI yj=O})=S;-‘, S((JJ) JJj>O})= 
B;, and 
WYl Yl =y2= **’ =yj-1=o})={xIx,=x2= *.* =xj-l=O}. 
A simple calculation shows that sin’ qjpi- r is transformed as 
sin’ ‘pi-, = 
y:+ ..* +yj’-, = 4(x:+ *** +xj’Q 
y:+ *** +yj 4(x? + . . . +xjz-,)+(1-Ix12)2’ 
Thus we have arrived at the n-harmonic functions 
[x;1]‘/4 
Uj- l(X) = s f(n + 3 - 2jMn - I)( 1 t4) - l/2 _ dr (j= 2, 3 ,..., n), 0 
where Lx; l] is given by (3.4) with j- 1 = n -4. Performing the homothetic 
transformation XI+ x/r, writing j- 1 = rr - q, and multiplying the so 
obtained function with the constant factor l/rc(n, q), we finally achieve the 
expression (3.3). This proves (l”), and (2”) is immediately verified. 1 
We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of o&x; r) for fixed x, as 
3.6. LEMMA. Fix x=(x~,...,x,) so that XT+ ... +xZ,-,>O. Then 
lim (rq’(n-l)Oq(~; r)) = 
r-00 
2qn,(,,1q) (4x: + . . . +4x:-,)4’2(“-? (3.7) 
Proof: First of all, note that [x; r]li4 + 0 as r + 00. Given E > 0, we 
choose rE > 0 so that [x; r] < E for r > ra. Then l/G > l/m 2 1 in 
the integrand of (3.4), when t 6 [x; r] ‘I4 and r > rE. By the aid of this, an 
elementary integration concludes the proof. 1 
Taking into account the p-harmonic case with p #n, we write the n-har- 
monic measure of (xl x, = 0, 1x1 < r} with respect to the half sphere 
{xIx,>O, 1x1 <r} in the form 
where x: + * *. + xi- 1 # r2, x, 3 0, 1 x I 6 r. (This expression is covered by 
(3.3) with q=n- 1.) 
3.9. LEMMA. The n-harmonic measure o given by (3.8) is p-superhar- 
manic for p > n. 
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Proof. Since o is n-harmonic, it follows from (1.1’) that 
div (IVoiP2Vo)=~ lVoI~-~do. 
A derivation of (3.8) gives 
ndo 4rx,xi+2r(r2-Jx12)6, --= 
2 dXi 4r2xz+(r2- Ixj2)2 ’ 
n ah 4rx, 16rx,x:(r2 - 1 x I’) --= 
2 ax: 4r2xi+(r2- 1x12)2+ [4r2x~+(r2-l~12)2]2 
- 32r3xz + 8rx,(r4 - I x 14) *, 
[4r2xz+(r2- AXIS)‘]’ ” 
for i= 1,2,..., n (6, is Kronecker’s deltha), and after some simplifications 
we finally arrive at 
n&z 
4(n - 2) rx, 
4r2xi+(r2- IxI2)2’ 2 4r2xi + (r2 - I x 1 2)2’ 
Thus 
x P--l 
0 div(IVoIP-2VW)= Wp)GW z [4r2x~+(r2-)x)2)2]p/2 
and this expression is 6 0 for p > n, when x, > 0, 1 x I < r. This concludes 
the proof. fl 
In the cases 1 <p < n the function o given by (3.8) does certainly not 
majorize the corresponding p-harmonic measures. However, it turns out 
that, e.g., 
V(W)=1-(1--O)l+(n/2)(n-P)l(p--l) (1 <p<n) (3.11) 
is p-superharmonic, indeed, and, moreover, u(o)x (7c/2)((n -p)/ 
(p - 1)) w  + 0 for small 0 = w(x; r), i.e., for large r. 
3.12. LEMMA. The functon XHU(O(X; r)) given by (3.11) is p-superhar- 
manic for 1 < p < n. 
Proof: Since div(IVGIP-2VU)=u’J’-2{u’div(IV~IPP2Vcu)+(p-l) u” 
IVolp}, where O= u(o), u’ = a’(~.), u” = u”(o), and w  = o(x; r), we obtain 
by the aid of (3.10) and the formula above (3.10) the expression 
(f+z)” (2r)P 
(n-p)[(l -o)(x,/r)- 1](1-~0)(~‘~)(~-~)-’ 
[4r*xz + (r2 - 1 x I 2)2]p’z 
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for div(IVtiIPW2Vt7). Now O<l-ocl and O<x,/r< 1, whence 
(1 - o)xJr < 1. This means that div( IVVlp-* VV) < 0 in the open half ball 
and the proof is complete. 1 
3.13. Remark. Observe that lim,, m rw(x; r) = (4/7c) x, 
lim r+ ,ru(Mx; r)) = (4/n) x, + 2((n -pMP - 1)) x,. 
and 
4. PHRAG~~N-LINDEL~F'S THEOREM 
Consider the following situation. Fix a q-dimensional hyperplane H4 in 
R”, 0 g Hq. Suppose that 
u is p-subharmonic in W\Hq, 
lim u(x)<0 for each 5 E Hq. 
x-5 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
If q = n - 1, we consider only one half space, say rW; = {(x, ,..., x,)1 x, > 0}, 
instead of R”\H”- ‘. The following principle is the key to the study of the 
behaviour of 
M(r)= sup u(x). 
Ixl=r,x#Hq 
4.3. PRINCIPLE. Suppose for each r >0 that v,= v(x; r) is p-superhar- 
manic in B:\Hq, 0 <v, < 1, and 
Jiyc u(x; r) = 1, when 5 E S: - ’ \ Hq. 
Then, either u < 0 in IF%“\ Hq or 
lim (M(r) 21(x; r)) > 0 
r-m (4.4) 
for some x E IW”\Hq. 
4.5. Remarks. (1) The optimal choice of u(x; r) is, of course, the p-har- 
monic measure of (the closure of) SF- l\Hq taken with respect to B;\Hq. 
This formulation of the Principle 4.3 was given in [9] and a more general 
situation is considered in [6]. (2) If (4.4) holds at some point x, then it, 
actually, holds at every point x (Harnack’s inequality yields this fact, which 
we shall not need here). 
Proof Suppose that u(xO) > 0 at some point x0. By a well-known weak 
maximum principle 
M(r)= sup u(x) 
1x1 <:r,x4Hq 
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for r 2 1 x0 I. Now the p-subharmonic function u/M(r) and the p-superhar- 
manic function u, satisfy the inequality 
& 4x1 
( ) 
- <bo(x; r) M(r  
on the boundary of B;\Hq and so the comparison principle 2.4 gives that 
U(X) < M(r) u(x; r) at every XE B:\Hq. Letting r + cc we get the desired 
result at least for x = x0. 1 
First we consider the case of a half space for general p and then we turn 
our attention to “the border-line case” p = n. 
4.6. THEOREM (Phragmtn-Lindelbf). Suppose that u is p-subharmonic in 
the half space iW’+ andthatlimu~OonW!+. Then, either u < 0 in Iw: or 
h M(r) >o 
( ) 
- . 
i--co r 
4.7. Remark. The p-harmonic function 
4x, ,..., X,)=&X n (E>O) 
shows that the growth condition in Theorem 4.6 is sharp. 
Proof: For p > n we can take, in virtue of Lemma 3.9, o(x; r) = o(x; r) 
in (4.4). Then Principle 4.3 and Remark 3.13 give the desired result in these 
cases. 
For 1 <p <n we take u(x; r) = u(o(x; r)) as in Lemma 3.12. Analogously 
Principle 4.3 and Remark 3.13 imply the desired growth. This concludes 
our proof. 1 
More detailed information is easily available in the conformally invariant 
case p = n. 
4.8. THEOREM (Phragmtn-Lindelof). Suppose that u is n-subharmonic in 
[W”\Hq, Hq being a q-dimensional hyperplane in W’, and that (4.2) is ualid. 
Then, either u < 0 in Iw”\ Hq or 
6= lim ( > 
M(r) ,. 
rzz yql(n . 
Moreouer, if 0 < o < co, then 
u(x) < 0 2qzi1q) [2 dist(x, Hq)]q’(“-l), 
3 
when x E W\Hq. The constant Ic(n, q) is given by (3.2). 
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4.9. Remark. The n-harmonic functions 
4X1,“‘> X,)=&(X:+ --a +x;&pn-‘) (1 <q<n- l), 
E > 0, show that the growth conditions in Theorem 4.8 are sharp. 
Proof. Consider the n-harmonic measures wl, a*,..., o,_ 1 in 
Lemma 3.5. The condition (4.4) takes the form 
J$ (M(r) 0,(x; r)) > 0. 
r-m 
The theorem follows from Principle 4.3 and Lemma 3.6. 1 
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